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This season, we spring ahead with fresh designs that are brimming with innovation, 
are tailored to today's diverse lifestyles and are rooted in our core values. We're thrilled 
to introduce our new Spring collection featuring smart, stylish and functional products 
that are not only on-trend but also have the potential to ignite positive change.

Fresh Innovations
SPRING 2024
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We design for good. We are inspired to create products that are thoughtfully crafted 
to reflect how we live, work and play. We do this while embracing what we truly value to provide 
products that forge a better way—products that promote the reduction of single use plastics, are 
made with recycled materials or are made with materials from renewable resources.

Each year, our design team conducts extensive research to unearth emerging cultural and design 
trends to create and curate products that are smart, functional and relevant for the demands of 
today’s dynamic lifestyle. Our team partners with brands and innovates products that are socially 
responsible to ignite a positive impact on the world around us.

Designed for Good
2024 TRE N DS

Nature's boundless diversity 
connects us all.

OneNature
Prioritizing experiences and 
purposeful travel. 

AdvenTourist

Explore What’s New For 2024
Discover the latest trends our in-house design team has been busy researching and developing to bring you 
products designed for, and inspired by, the way we live and emboldened by what we value.

Redefi ning work-life balance 
with versatile product solutions.

VersaLife
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KEEPME® Jute Market Tote
Meet the tote that is the epitome of eco-conscious 
style. Crafted from renewable, biodegradable and 
climate-friendly jute material, it provides abundant 
room for any trip—from the market to the offi  ce.

101924-101 Natural

NEW
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KEEPME® Jute Tall Tote
Style meets sustainability in this smart and spacious solution 
for carrying all the essentials. Crafted from sustainable, 
biodegradable, and climate-friendly jute material, it is the 
perfect blend of fashion and environmental responsibility. 

101925-101 Natural

NEW

SMART SHOPPERS 

Crafted with care and conscious 
materials, KEEPME® promises 

versatile designs made for all of 
life's journeys, while reducing the 

environmental footprint. Experience 
the perfect harmony of style, 
practicality, and sustainability. 

I N T R O D U C I N G
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Out of the Woods® products are 
sustainable, vegan and timeless. 
Made from Supernatural Paper®, 
a remarkable new textile, which has the 
well-loved look and feel of leather while 
being 100% animal-free. As the name 
suggests, Supernatural Paper® is an 
advancement on traditional paper, 
transformed to be durable and washable, 
made with responsibly sourced tree 
cellulose from well-managed forests. 
Out of the Woods® proudly donates 
1% of revenue to organizations that 
support the planet.

Out of The Woods® Market Tote
Say goodbye to traditional paper bags. Made to last 
with renewable Supernatural Paper®, which is 
washable, durable and ultra lightweight. 
With a spacious interior and sturdy 
handles, it’s a go-to-favorite for 
groceries and shopping.

101933-237 Sahara
101933-920 Ebony

NEW

Out of The Woods® Market Tote Mini
Explore a modern twist on the paper bag. Crafted 
from innovative, renewable Supernatural Paper®, 
this machine washable, durable and ultralight mini 
tote is an everyday essential. 

101932-237 Sahara  •  101932-920 Ebony

NEW
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Market Street Totes
The must-have, go-anywhere totes of the season. 
Natural, cotton canvas and antique brass rivets give 
these totes a sophisticated, elevated look. Spacious and 
structured, they're designed to look great at the market, 
the o�  ce or just around town.

NEW

Market 
Street Tote 

101926-101 Natural

Petite Market 
Street Tote 

101802-101 Natural

Grande Market 
Street Tote 

101803-101 Natural
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RuMe® Recycled Medium Tote
A versatile and lightweight shopper's dream 
redesigned with recycled materials. This tote 
is a must-have for any outing. It’s remarkably 
spacious when in use and folds into its own 
pocket for compact storing. Environmentally 
friendly and made with recycled materials, 
it's possibly the world's best everything tote!

101854-001 Black  •  101854-412 Navy

A Trusted Favorite, Now Redesigned with Recycled Materials!

Available February 2024

NEW UNDER $10 USD / $15 CAD
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Lightweight and 
ready to go

RuMe® Recycled Mini Tote
This tote stands out by hiding away in its own 

little pocket when not in use. It’s the perfect size 
for carrying lunch or running a quick errand. 

Made with recycled materials. Machine washable.

101853-001 Black  •  101853-412 Navy

RuMe® Recycled Large Tote
An environmentally friendly tote that’s also a real space saver 
around the home or o�  ce. It's roomy enough for a multitude 

of market-runs, but also folds into its own pocket for compact 
storage. Made with recycled materials. Machine washable.

101855-001 Black  •  101855-412 Navy

NEW

Now Redesigned with Recycled Materials! 

Available February 2024 Available February 2024

NEW UNDER $10 USD / $15 CAD
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CARRY THE DAY

RuMe® Recycled Crossbody Tote
This lightweight bag is a variation on the 

classic tote, o¡ering multiple carrying options. 
It can go over the shoulder or full crossbody for 
hands-free portability. Easily packs into its own 

side pocket for compact storage. Made with 
recycled materials. Machine washable.

101911-001 Black  •  101911-412 Navy

Available February 2024

NEW UNDER $10 USD / $15 CAD
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Smart and 
      resourceful 

RuMe® Recycled Cinch Tote
Everyone’s favorite tote gets an upgrade with multiple 
carry options and a convenient cinch closure. Perfect for 
travel, the tote easily packs into either side pocket or into 
the front pocket using the reversible zipper when storing. 
Made with recycled materials. Machine washable.

101856-001 Black  •  101856-412 Navy

NEW

Available February 2024
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Aware™ is game-changing traceability.
Aware™ is the world’s fi rst hybrid (physical tracer + public 
blockchain) traceability technology. It works like a virtual 
passport to authenticate sustainable material throughout
the production process—from textile to consumer. 
Just scan the QR code on the hangtag to see the entire 
journey of the sustainable materials. 

To learn more, visit wearaware.co

AWARE™ Recycled Cotton 
Gusset Bottom Tote
Carry everyday essentials in this functional recycled cotton 
tote bag. A truly sustainable and reusable tote for everyday 
use, featuring a generous gusset for additional storage. 
Made with traceable, recycled materials.

102033-001 Black  •  102033-050 Light Grey
102033-101 Natural

TRACEABILITY

Available February 2024

NEW UNDER $10 USD / $15 CAD
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AWARE™ Recycled Cotton Shopper 
Tote with Interior Zip Pocket
Sustainable, functional and durable, this tote is designed 
for daily use and a great choice for carrying all the 
essentials. It features a gusset for additional storage 
and a convenient interior zippered pocket. Made with 
traceable, recycled materials.

102036-001 Black  •  102036-050 Light Grey
102036-101 Natural

TRACEABILITY

AWARE™ Recycled Cotton Tote
A classic, purposefully designed tote with two top 
handles long enough to carry on the shoulder or by hand. 
Positively sustainable and reusable for everyday use. 
Made with traceable, recycled materials.

102032-001 Black  •  102032-050 Light Grey
102032-101 Natural

TRACEABILITY

Available February 2024

AWARE™ Recycled Cotton 
Zippered Pouch
Designed to organize what's needed most, this 
pouch is the perfect size to hold everything from 
makeup to o�ce accessories. A genuinely sustainable 
and reusable pouch for everyday use. Made with 
traceable, recycled materials.

102035-001 Black  •  102035-050 Light Grey
102035-101 Natural

TRACEABILITY

Available February 2024

Available February 2024

NEW UNDER $10 USD / $15 CAD

NEW UNDER $10 USD / $15 CAD

NEW UNDER $10 USD / $15 CAD
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American Tourister® 
Embark Utility Tote
Just the right balance of utility and style, 
this tote is perfect for weekends or 
workdays alike. It sports a large main 
compartment with a snap closure 
and dual side pockets. Made with 
recycled materials.

100156-001 Black NEW COLOR
100156-079 Gunite

NEW COLOR ADDED

ADVENTOURIST TREND
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Elevate the everyday

American Tourister® 
Embark Cinchpack
The cinchpack is a versatile solution that’s right for 
any occasion—from a jaunt across campus to a 
daytrip on the trails. Features a front pocket for 
storing accessories and webbing straps to hold 
a jacket or umbrella. Made with recycled materials.

100154-001 Black NEW COLOR
100154-079 Gunite

NEW COLOR ADDED

ADVENTOURIST TREND

American Tourister® 
Embark Computer Backpack
Elevate their eco-conscious travel style with a 
sustainable and stylish solution. Thoughtfully 
designed with a zippered pocket with easy exterior 
access that accommodates a 17" laptop and a 
SmartSleeve™ to e¡ ortlessly slide over upright 
handles during travel. Made with recycled materials. 

100153-001 Black NEW COLOR
100153-079 Gunite

NEW COLOR ADDED

ADVENTOURIST TREND
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JOURNEY ANYWHERE

Weekend 
   warrior 
 ready

American Tourister® 
Embark Weekender
The ultimate travel bag for work or weekend 
getaways. Features interior compression 
straps, a shoe bag, and a 15" padded laptop 
compartment to keep everything secure and 
in its place. Made with recycled materials.

101836-001 Black  •  101836-079 Gunite

NEW
American Tourister® 
Embark Travel Organizer
For both the novice and the seasoned traveler, 
this organizer is a well-loved essential. It keeps 
travel documents, credit cards, cords and other 
accessories accessible, organized and secure. 
Made with recycled materials.

100155-001 Black NEW COLOR
100155-079 Gunite

NEW COLOR ADDED

ADVENTOURIST TREND

ADVENTOURIST TREND
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Prioritizing experiences 
and purposeful travel.

AdvenTourist

Modern travel trends emphasize prioritizing 
experiences over deals and quality over quantity, 
seeking journeys that enrich lives, whether it be 

on the open road or embracing the thrill of 
adventure. With purposeful products, designed 

with streamlined intentionality, they can pack 
it all in, embracing every moment. 

2024 TR E N D
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Prioritizing Experiences 
and Purposeful Travel

AdvenTourist

Samsonite Virtuosa Backpack
Experience a contemporary take on a classic 
silhouette. This sleek, slim-profi le backpack 
features an innovative asymmetrical opening 
and vegan leather accents. It was thoughtfully 
designed with recycled materials integrated 
throughout its construction. It includes a 
padded sleeve sized to fi t up to a 15" laptop 
and a practical strap to seamlessly attach 
the backpack to luggage handles.

101831-418 Navy

NEW

ADVENTOURIST TREND

Samsonite Virtuosa Weekender
Embrace eco-conscious style with this thoughtfully 
designed bag, perfect for weekend getaways. 
It features recycled materials integrated throughout 
its construction and sophisticated vegan leather 
accents. It o¡ ers two convenient exterior pockets, 
a SmartSleeve™ for hassle-free handling on luggage 
handles and an interior padded sleeve sized to fi t 
up to a 15" laptop.

101833-418 Navy

NEW

ADVENTOURIST TREND
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Samsonite Virtuosa Expandable Carry-On
This expandable carry-on has a contemporary, relaxed aesthetic complimented by recycled materials 
integrated throughout its construction and vegan leather accents. A smart pull handle system features 
multiple height adjustments. Spacious WetPak™ pocket keeps liquids contained. Keyless TSA approved lock. 

101834-418 Navy

NEW

ADVENTOURIST TREND

Take off 
in style
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WORK TO PLAY
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Osprey Aoede Backpack
This stylish and adaptable urban bag is 
designed with clean lines and street-style 
functionality. Crafted from resilient ballistic 
fabric, this style-forward daypack features 
a laptop sleeve designed to fi t most 16" laptops. 
Made from recycled materials. Backed by 
Osprey’s All Mighty Guarantee.

101886-001 Black

NEW

Redefi ning work-life balance 
with versatile product solutions.

VersaLife

We’re flipping the script on traditional 
work-life balance where consumers seek 

products that e¡ ortlessly transition between 
work and leisure while serving multiple purposes. 

Explore our versatile product line tailored 
to synchronize with every aspect of life.

2024 TR E N D

VERSALIFE TREND
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Osprey Aoede Briefpack
Meet the briefpack with a sleek and 
minimalist design that e¡ortlessly shifts 
from the streets to the workplace. 
Includes a laptop sleeve designed to fit  
up to a 16" laptop. Made from recycled 
materials. Backed by Osprey’s 
All Mighty Guarantee. 

101885-001 Black

NEW

VERSALIFE TREND
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Osprey Aoede Messenger
Here's a chic and versatile urban messenger 
with a clean, minimalist look. Stylish and 
functional, it’s equipped with an adjustable, 
padded shoulder strap for comfort, secure 
zippered access for belongings and a dedicated 
laptop sleeve sized to fi t up to a 14" laptop. Made 
from recycled materials. Backed by Osprey’s 
All Mighty Guarantee.

101887-001 Black

NEW

VERSALIFE TREND

Samsonite Mobile Solution 
Deluxe Backpack
This backpack is packed with functionality 
without sacrifi cing an ounce of fashion. 
An interior padded panel accommodates 
laptops up to 15.6", while exterior side pockets 
are just right for smaller personal items or a 
water bottle. The SmartSleeve™ handle fi ts 
over most upright luggage for ease of mobility. 

101835-001 Black

NEW

VERSALIFE TREND
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Travis & Wells® Lennox Crossbody
The popular crossbody bag with recycled nylon 
body and lining and vegan leather accents is the 
perfect companion for today’s mobile professional. 
It features an interior stretch mesh pocket, 
trendsetting silhouette and practical features for 
securing keys and a smart phone up to 6.5" H 3" W. 

101436-001 Black
101436-253 Taupe NEW COLOR

NEW COLOR ADDED

Travis & Wells® Lennox Padfolio
Polished and professional, this sleek padfolio is 
made from recycled nylon and features vegan 
leather accents, a magnetic top closure and a 
premium ruled paper pad. It makes an elegant 
statement and arrives in style in a premium 
Travis & Wells branded gift box.

101433-001 Black
101433-253 Taupe NEW COLOR

NEW COLOR ADDED

Travis & Wells® Lennox Laptop Tote
Elevate their day with the versatile tote that’s 
made for today’s modern professional, blending 
a classic silhouette with recycled nylon and vegan 
leather accents. It includes a mesh bottle pocket, 
key fob, and 15" zippered, tricot-lined padded laptop 
pocket and metal feet to prevent scu�  ng.

101429-001 Black
101429-253 Taupe NEW COLOR

NEW COLOR ADDED
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Travis & Wells® Lennox 
Laptop Backpack
A sleek profi le gives this recycled 
nylon and vegan leather backpack a 
contemporary silhouette. The zippered 
main compartment o¡ ers quick access 
to an interior bottle belt and laptop 
pocket that fi ts up to a 15" laptop. The 
scratch-resistant tablet pocket fi ts up 
to a 13" tablet and metal feet provide 
support and prevent scu�  ng.

101431-001 Black
101431-253 Taupe NEW COLOR

NEW COLOR ADDED
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Cleer® is a performance audio 
brand with the purpose of 

elevating and transforming every 
experience, while inviting individuals 

to enhance their lifestyle through 
uncompromised audio.

I N T R O D U C I N G
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Own the moment

FRESH TECH

Cleer® Enduro ANC Noise 
Cancelling Headphones
Cutting-edge technology meets unparalleled style. 
Immerse yourself in a world of superior audio with 
these wireless headphones, boasting a sleek design. 
Elevate your listening experience with a remarkable 
60 hours of battery life, ensuring uninterrupted 
enjoyment of your favorite tunes. These Bluetooth® 
headphones are also great for phone calls. 
Includes Lithium battery.

102011-410 Navy

NEW
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Cleer® Roam NC Active 
Noise Cancelling Earbuds
Give the gift of sound and a little peace and 
quiet with these noise cancelling earbuds. 
High-quality listening with Bluetooth 5.2 
connectivity. Up to 5 hours of playback 
with additional 10 hours of use with case. 
Clear call quality with 2 microphone 
design in each earbud.

102010-037 Graphite

NEW

Available February 2024

Cleer® Enduro 100 
Bluetooth Headphones
Non-stop sound, with 100 hours of battery
life packed in a lightweight design. Plush 
circum-aural folding design for extended 
listening comfort and flexible storage. 
Hi-res audio performance included with 
3.5mm cable. Includes lithium battery. 

102012-410 Navy

NEW

Available February 2024
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Cleer® Scene Bluetooth Speaker
Just right for music by the hot tub, poolside, or on the lake—this is the 

water-resistant Bluetooth® speaker designed for adventure, with shock proof 
engineering and up to 12 hours of playback. A powerful, distortion free digital 

amplifi er delivers rich sound and pairs with any Bluetooth® device. 
Comes with a storage pouch that may be decorated.

102013-022 Dark Grey

NEW

Cleer® Ally Plus II True Wireless 
Noise Cancelling Earbuds
Best in class noise cancelling performance 
means they’ll lose themselves in music. O¡ ers 
a full 11 hours of playback plus an additional 
22 hours with case. Superb call quality with 
3 mic design in each earbud. Water and 
sweat resistant. 

102009-595 Midnight

NEW
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Anker® Soundcore Space 
One Wireless Noise Cancelling 
Headphones
The pinnacle of active noise cancellation and 
unparalleled battery life in one extraordinary 
package. Provides 60-hours of playtime 
(40 while using ANC) and can connect to 2 
devices for seamless switching. Customization 
enabled through the Soundcore app.

101910-001 Black

NEW

Sound performance
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Anker® Soundcore 
Life Q20i Wireless Noise 
Cancelling Headphones
Give the gift of clear sound with oversized 
headphones featuring 40+ hours of playtime, 
reducing ambient noise by 90% and ultra-fast 
Bluetooth® 5. Enjoy isolated vocals from the 
background. Includes a travel micro USB cable, 
3.5mm AUX cable, pouch and guide.

101900-001 Black

Anker® Soundcore Life Note 3i 
True Wireless Bluetooth Earbuds
Enjoy listening at work, at home and everywhere 
in between with active noise cancelling, 36 hours 

of playtime and app customization make the 
Life Note 3i the ultimate audio companion for an 
on-the-go lifestyle. Listen for 9 hours straight on 

a single charge (36 hours extra playtime from 
charging case) in non-ANC mode.

101862-001 Black

Anker® Soundcore Life A25i 
True Wireless Earbuds

Wireless waterproof earbuds with extra-bass 
deliver a powerful, AI enhanced, memorable 

experience with 2 mics for higher sound quality and 
9-hours of playtime (28 hours with charging case).

101909-001 Black
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Good morning
RIGHT AT HOME

MiiR® New Standard French Press - 1L
This French Press was built with the best possible brew in mind, keeping sediment out of the cup 
so all they'll taste is clean notes of perfectly brewed co¡ ee. The quick-release removable grounds 
basket easily pops out of the press for easy cleaning, no fi lter needed. Thermo 3D® double-wall, 
vacuum-insulated stainless steel beaker keeps co¡ ee hot for hours.

101999-009 Black Powder

NEW

All MiiR products sold help fund transparent giving projects. A B Corporation, 
1% For The Planet member, Certifi ed Climate Neutral and Certifi ed Evergreen 
company, MiiR has given over $4 million to 175 organizations working across 
4 continents toward social and environmental change.
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Good morning

MiiR® Vacuum Insulated 
Camp Cup - 12 oz.
Make campfi re memories a little warmer with a modern 
take on grandpa’s old camp cup. Great for co¡ ee, tea or 
their favorite hot or cold drink. A press-on lid prevents 
splashes and keeps drinks warmer longer, for more 
enjoyment anytime, anywhere.

100273-009 Black Powder  •  100273-018 Black Speckle  
100273-104 White Powder  •  100273-458 Home
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Cuisinart® Pure Indulgence™ 2 Quart Frozen Yogurt Sorbet & Ice Cream Maker
Here’s a sweet way to show your gratitude. This easy-to-use ice cream maker makes 2 quarts of consistently smooth ice cream, 
yogurt, sorbet or frozen drinks and desserts in as little as 20 minutes. Includes an integrated motor, double-insulated freezer bowl, 
automatic mixing paddle and large spout for adding mix-ins. 

101822-047 Stainless Steel

Cuisinart® Grind Central 
Co� ee Grinder
Show your gratitude with the popular Grind 
Central® Co¡ ee Grinder. Brushed stainless 
steel styling for the modern kitchen, it easily 
processes up to 3.2 oz of beans at once—enough 
to make 18 cups of fresh co¡ ee. Dishwasher-safe 
with useful measurement markings inside the 
removable stainless steel bowl.

101816-047 Stainless Steel
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Aware™ is game-changing traceability.
Aware™ is the world’s fi rst hybrid (physical tracer + public blockchain) 
traceability technology. It works like a virtual passport to authenticate 
sustainable material throughout the production process—from textile 
to consumer. Just scan the QR code on the hangtag to see the entire 
journey of the sustainable materials. 

To learn more, visit wearaware.co.

Be Home® Cora Blown Glass Candle
This soy blend candle is a luxurious way to bring elegance 
to their daily routine. Renowned for its clean, gentle flame 
and captivating scents, this meticulously crafted candle is 
paired with an eco-conscious cotton wick, to enjoy an 
extended burn time of up to 38 hours. Simple yet refi ned, 
each candle comes encased in a choice of a glossy black or 
pure white glass vessel. Handcrafted in India. 

Black glass:
101845-598 Fresh Bamboo scent
101845-599 Vanilla Bean scent
White glass:
101845-753 Fresh Bamboo scent
101845-754 Vanilla Bean scent

NEW

AWARE™ Recycled Cotton 
Bib Front Apron with Pocket
A versatile apron suited for serving, cooking, 
gardening or DIY projects. This classic apron 
has straps on the waist that provide the 
perfect fi t every time. The front pocket is 
perfect for holding a thermometer, recipe, 
pen, pad and more. One-size-fi ts-all. 
Made with traceable, recycled materials.

102034-001 Black  •  102034-050 Light Grey
102034-101 Natural

TRACEABILITY

Available February 2024

NEW UNDER $10 USD / $15 CAD
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iLive™ 18" Multimedia 
Bluetooth® Wireless Sound Bar
Sound out, in or anywhere at all with this wireless soundbar. 
Perfect for videos, gaming, and music in small inside spaces or on the go. 
Designed to hold a wireless range of up to 33 feet, with 2 built-in full range 
speakers for stunning sound from the deepest bass to clearest treble.  

102017-001 Black

NEW

iLive™ 32" Bluetooth® Wireless Sound Bar
Here’s audio the way it was meant to be heard. This slim wireless soundbar can stream music from any Bluetooth enabled smartphone, 

tablet, or computer. Connects to TV directly with included cable and comes with a convenient remote. 

102019-001 Black

NEW

Now hear this

iLive™ delivers the latest in technology at a¡ ordable prices, packaged 
in world-class designs. Their products not only o¡ er exciting, innovative 

features but also embody a commitment to quality and a¡ ordability, providing 
consumers with a dependable and unparalleled audio experience.

I N T R O D U C I N G

Available February 2024
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iLive™ Retro Wireless 
Bluetooth Speaker
For music afi cionados, gamers and playlist DJs, 
this speaker packs a powerful punch in a small and 
stylish package. Full frequency response delivers 
the whole spectrum of sound from rumbling bass 
to soaring treble, and quickly pairs to any Bluetooth® 
enabled device. Speakerphone enables hands-free 
phone calls for seamless multi-function usage. 

102031-001 Black  •  102031-410 Navy

NEW
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LIVING WELL
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Complementing 
an active lifestyle

New Balance® Medium 
Team Du�el Bag
Durable, functional, and spacious, this du¡el is perfect 
for the athlete, gym enthusiast or weekend warrior. 
It's packed with popular features, like a ventilated 
zippered compartment for shoes or wet gear.

101732-001 Black

NEW

{ Sold in US only }
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New Balance® Small Team Du� el Bag
For the serious athlete or a short weekend away, this reliable bag 
o¡ ers just the right amount of space. Thoughtful, well-placed 
mesh pockets keep gear and belongings organized and dry.

101731-001 Black

NEW

{ Sold in US only }
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Sleek and 
sustainable 
hydration

Jett Aluminum Chug Lid Hydration Bottle
Sleek and lightweight, made of endlessly recyclable, 
aluminum. The chug-style lid, complete with a handle for 
easy carrying, allows for the convenient addition of ice. 
Fits in most car cup holders.

Jett Aluminum Straw Lid Hydration Bottle
Made to fi t in most car cup holders, this is the ideal bottle for 
people on-the-move. Designed for convenience with a straw 
lid, handle and wide opening for ice. Crafted from lightweight 
recyclable aluminum.

16 oz. 

101726-100 White  
101726-128 Silver
101726-492 Sport Blue

NEW 32 oz. 

101361-100 White  
101361-128 Silver
101361-492 Sport Blue 
NEW COLOR

16 oz. 

101745-100 White
101745-128 Silver
101745-492 Sport Blue

NEW 32 oz. 

101362-100 White  
101362-128 Silver
101362-492 Sport Blue 
NEW COLOR

Available February 2024

Available February 2024

NEW SIZES AND COLORS ADDED
UNDER $10 USD / $15 CAD

NEW SIZES AND COLORS ADDED
UNDER $10 USD / $15 CAD
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Every CORKCICLE® purchase helps bring clean water to people in need through CORKCICLE’s partnership with charity: water. 
By giving people access to clean water, they are restoring health, providing new opportunities and creating real change 

in developing countries. For more information, visit corkcicle.com/pages/charity-water.

CORKCICLE® Cruiser - 40 oz.
Let the joyrides commence. The Cruiser straw cup 
keeps 40 ounces of their favorite beverage cold for up 
to 20 hours, allowing them to enjoy everyday adventures 
without giving their hydration needs a second thought. It 
features an exclusive dual-function sip + straw spill-proof lid, 
a comfy soft-grip handle, and a stay-put silicone bottom 
to keep it upright no matter their destination.

101998-006 Matte Black
101998-100 White

NEW

Available February 2024
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CORKCICLE® XL Cold Cup - 30 oz.
Seize the day with the on-trend, wide mouth Cold Cup XL that 
fits most cup holders and holds a full 30 oz. Triple insulated with 
a non-slip bottom, this no-sweat bottle keeps its cool wherever 
it goes. Great for iced tea, smoothies and so much more.

101899-006 Matte Black  •  101899-100 White
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Adrian Travel Tumbler with Straw
Thoughtfully built for commuters and 
road-trippers, these tumblers have a tapered 
design to fit into most car cup holders and a 
convenient rotating lid that accommodates a 
straw for cold drinks on one side, and a thru-sip 
for hot drinks on the other. The large side handle 
makes it easy to carry and a leak-resistant lid 
stays secure during travel, whether they’re going 
across town, or across the country. 

NEW

40 oz.

101943-001 Black
101943-022 Dark Grey

All MiiR products sold help fund transparent giving projects. 
A B Corporation, 1% For The Planet member, Certified 
Climate Neutral and Certified Evergreen company, MiiR 
has given over $4 million to 175 organizations working across 
4 continents toward social and environmental change. 

MiiR® All Day Camp Cup - 32 oz.
From sunup to sundown, they'll stay hydrated with 
the cup holder compatible MiiR All Day Straw Cup. 
This cup stays dry no matter the temperature of the 
drink and holds a full 32 oz. It includes a press-fit straw 
lid for secure carry and easy access. 

101941-009 Black Powder  •  101941-104 White Powder

NEW

30 oz. 

101942-001 Black  
101942-022 Dark Grey
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Osaka Bento Lunch Box
Here’s a practical lunchtime solution that also leaves 
a lasting impression. Packed with style, it comes 
complete with fork, knife and spoon. Microwave 
and dishwasher safe. 40 oz. capacity.

101920-001 Black  •  101920-100 White

NEW

Oishii Bento Box
The sophisticated color palette elevates the 
ordinary, making lunchtime special again. Packed 
with its own set of utensils, it’s microwave and 
dishwasher safe and has a 40 oz. capacity.

101990-948 Grey & Cream

NEW

Available February 2024
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OUTDOOR COMPANIONS

NEW

Out of The Woods® 
Seagull Backpack Cooler
Meet the ultimate companion for 
on-the-go beverage and snack needs. 
This is no ordinary backpack, it's an 
insulated wonder, crafted from 
innovative and renewable Supernatural 
Paper®. A cool marvel that features a 
secure zippered closure, expandable 
bottle holders, a front zippered pocket 
for quick access and adjustable shoulder 
straps for comfortable carrying. 
18 can capacity. 

101930-130 Stone

Out of the Woods® products are 
sustainable, vegan and timeless. 
Made from Supernatural Paper®, 
a remarkable new textile, which has the 
well-loved look and feel of leather while 
being 100% animal-free. As the name 
suggests, Supernatural Paper® is an 
advancement on traditional paper, 
transformed to be durable and washable, 
made with responsibly sourced tree 
cellulose from well-managed forests. 
Out of the Woods® proudly donates 
1% of revenue to organizations that 
support the planet.

ONENATURE TREND
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Nature's boundless 
diversity connects us all.

OneNature

Nature's diversity knows no bounds 
serving as an equal opportunity playground. 
We are all connected, intricately woven into

 its grand tapestry. Outdoors, there is an 
accessible and harmonious union, sparking 

empowerment and uniting all under nature's 
awe-inspiring canopy. Today’s products prioritize 

inclusivity in recreational pursuits empowering 
all with bold, stylish and smart design.

2024 TR E N D
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iLive™ Pro Wireless 
Speaker with Cooler
A whole party in a small package, 
this speaker brings the beats and 
includes a built-in 6-can cooler. 
Connects wirelessly with Bluetooth® 
5.0 or plugs directly to the Aux. 
Features ultra-quiet technology that 
cools to 28-30F, bass and volume 
control and a built-in carry handle 
for ultimate portability.

102021-001 Black

NEW

Out of The Woods® Seagull XL Cooler
The adventure begins with a cooler designed with a remarkable 
blend of functionality, sustainability and unwavering durability. 
This generously sized soft-sided cooler with an adjustable 
cross-body strap keeps beverages refreshingly cold while 
providing ample space for snacks. 36 can capacity. 

101929-130 Stone

NEW

ONENATURE TREND

Out of the Woods® products are sustainable, vegan and timeless. Made from Supernatural 
Paper®, a remarkable new textile, which has the well-loved look and feel of leather while 
being 100% animal-free. As the name suggests, Supernatural Paper® is an advancement 
on traditional paper, transformed to be durable and washable, made with responsibly 
sourced tree cellulose from well-managed forests. Out of the Woods® proudly 
donates 1% of revenue to organizations that support the planet.
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iLive™ Indoor & Outdoor 
Bluetooth Solar Speakers
Surround them with 360 degrees of sound. 
These clever Bluetooth® speakers have 
removable stakes, for optimal placement and sound quality 
in any environment inside or out. Holds a charge for 4 full hours. 

102016-001 Black

NEW

Pyramid Rechargeable 
LED Table Lamp
Light up any moment, anywhere at all. 
Slender, portable and rechargeable, this lamp 
is a smart solution for outdoor dining, home use 
or o�  ce environments. Featuring a weighted 
aluminum base and a compact, micro-shade, 
it o¡ ers 9 hours of battery use after a 4-hour 
charging period.

101764-001 Black

NEW
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